Fintech

payments
Zooz

Zooz provides a payment platform designed to
help merchants generate more revenue, increase
processing flexibility, and manage risk.Our
technology envelops the payment process, from
the one-click checkout to the payment processing
and routing.

Token

With token we created a payment solution that,
unlike other, is designed around and focused on
people, not banks or merchants, on YOU.
We want you to be able to pay without wondering:
“what will happen when someone steals my
information?” We want you to have a payment
card you don’t need to replace whenever a
merchant is compromised.

MatchBox
Vala

Scanovate

DOV-E

MatchBox is a matching platform of credit card
transactions that provides its customers the ability
to monitor & control the receiving payments from
credit card and factoring companies.
The remittance market is huge with an estimated
$600B a year cash flow. Surprisingly, even the
dominant players in this arena have not cracked
the code for they mainly handle bank/credit card
transfers. 60% of people in developing countries
are unbanked, leaving this extensive segment
within the remittance market untapped.
Scanovate specializes in developing and providing
innovative optical character highest standards of
product quality in the FinTech industry and
superior customer service. Scanovate’s family of
products consists of a powerful stand-alone
mobile OCR engine for financial processing and the
payment industry.
DOVe provides mobile payment solutions, using its
unique (PCT - filed) software IP technology,
supporting data transmission over any kind of
audio network.

Fintech
Digital wallet
Monyx Wallet
Syncopa Labs
Celleb

Inceku

BTC-sm

The Monyx app allows consumers to purchase
products at vending machines quickly and easily.
Monyx provides special discounts and promotions
on participating machines worldwide.
Syncopa helps developers and providers of mobile
wallet applications to achieve higher acceptance,
usage and engagement with customers.
Celleb has developed a unique mobile application
that combines the world of loyalty (for retailers
and consumer clubs) together with the e-wallet for
payment and rewards redemption. This unique
approach redefines the shopping experience from
a single random interaction to an ongoing
managed relationship between consumers and
merchants.
INCEKU is a white label mobile wallet, designed
especially for hotels. Using our plug and play
platform any hotel is able to suggest their guests
up-to-date experience while increasing hotel’s
revenues.
We develop software solutions for businesses and
individuals who are looking to get started with
bitcoins and Altcoins activities. Use our fully
customizable solutions, to shorten time to market.
Our international teams are highly experienced in
the design and implementation of financial
software platforms. Our products and services are
based on our clients local regulatory requirements,
and include the necessary monitoring, reporting
and audit tools.

Fintech
Blockchain Solutions
ChromaWay
Logical Form

ZEROBILLBANK

OGYDocs(WAVE)

ChromaWay is an early pioneer of Blockchain 2.0
technology. It provides a platform for smart
contracts, issuing and transferring assets through a
blockchain.
Logical Form’s core products are blockchain data
templates for banks and enterprises. Most
companies in the blockchain sector seek to replace
the need for “trusted parties,” i.e. banks and
governments. Under the assumption, however,
that these entities will continue, Logical Form
concentrates on effectively utilizing the bitcoin
algorithm and protocol between trusted parties
without the inevitable complications that arise
when trust is eliminated.
ZEROBILLBANK Ltd provides the white label
banking system of the following functionality:
1. Issuing digital community tokens, such as
"Samurai Coin".
2. Adding values, like rewards, coupons, vouchers,
recognition etc.
3. Managing multiple community tokens by single
digital wallets and dashboard
4. Providing the marketplace
We will issue their own community tokens against
"ZEROBILL", so it would be the PRINCIPLE
CURRENCY for community tokens to exchange to
other community tokens.
OGYDocs is a financial technology start-up with a
mission to provide safe & efficient tools for the
international trading sector.
Our founding team combines Information Security
experts and international traders with over three
decades of combined experience.

Fintech
Infrastructure
Wayerz
2Team

Modelity Technologies

Finnovest

Change Labs

Wayerz provides an integrated platform for
optimizing bank-to-bank activities while improving
productivity and financial performance.
2Team focuses on developing innovative and
unique software solutions to serve the Insurance
and Finance markets in Israel and abroad. The
company intends to become a leader of product
development, marketing solutions, and services
with added value to various carriers of insurance,
pension, and finances—worldwide.
Modelity Technologies Inc provides a flexible
platform for financial modeling and portfolio
analytics for the benefit of banks, insurance
companies, and other financial institutions.
Modelity’s customers use its fully configurable,
best-of-breed Financial Model Libraries and
platform to derive financial analytic content.
Finnovest is using mobile devices to fundamentally
change the way investment advisers interact with
their clients. We enable advisers, handling nondiscretionary accounts to generate and
disseminate personalized investment advice to
numerous clients simultaneously. all that is left for
clients to do is press the "execute" button on their
mobile device.
Managing personal finance demands knowledge,
skills and time, which the majority of Millennials
do not have. This is where our service can help, by
removing the complexity and placing it neatly
behind the scenes.

Fintech
Costumer engagement
ActivePath

ActivePath reinvents statements and
bills for consumer-facing enterprises,
turning what’s previously been a dry
necessity into a genuine opportunity for
improved customer engagement.

SundaySky

SundaySky created SmartVideo to help brands tell
compelling stories that matter to the consumer
while delivering results that matter to the
business. The company enables marketers to
harness the captivating power of video with
individualized, timely, and relevant messages that
influence viewers’ behaviors and actions.
Idomoo helps brands deliver on the promise of
customer personalization – moving each customer
emotionally and practically by addressing them
individually with a personalized video uniquely
tailored to their needs.
Personetics Technologies delivers highly intelligent
and personalized banking experiences to
customers across all digital channels. The
company’s predictive “Smart Assistant” solution is
designed specifically for the Banking industry. Its
real-time analytics engine works with a
comprehensive library of banking-specific service
topics, actionable insights, and highly personalized
recommendations to drive customer engagement.

Idomoo

Personetics

Fintech
Lending & Financing
Fundbox

BlueVine Capital
BEHALF

Fundbox is fixing the small business economy by
offering business owners a common-sense
approach to cash flow management. Fundbox is a
small-business solution, built by a group of
technological innovators and financial
professionals with the mission of helping small
businesses grow, become independent, and
achieve their full potential.
As a business owner, getting paid quickly for your
product or service is always a priority. At the same
time, your customers require time to make their
payment, sometimes as long as 30 or 60 days.
Behalf is revolutionizing purchase financing for
small businesses.
For vendors:

Be the Bank

We partner directly with leading B2B vendors to
increase their sales by providing their customers
with more credit and longer repayment cycles, all
at fair rates.
BTB Allows you to earn 5%-10% annually by
supporting Israel's small-medium business growth.
It brings borrowers and lenders together. The
lenders are private people or businesses who want
higher return for their money (any amount starting
with 500NIS), and the borrowers are small to
medium size businesses who go through a
selection process and can receive up to 500K for
three to five years. The lender's money is
automatically disturbed among n various
borrowers, thus making the process simple. No
meetings are required

